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OutlineOutline

�� Gestalt theoryGestalt theory

�� BackgroundBackground

�� Selected principlesSelected principles

�� Design examplesDesign examples
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Gestalt theoryGestalt theory

�� Max Wertheimer et al., Berlin 1924Max Wertheimer et al., Berlin 1924

�� ““The whole is different from the sum of its partsThe whole is different from the sum of its parts””

�� How are smaller objects grouped to form larger ones?How are smaller objects grouped to form larger ones?

�� Gestalt Gestalt ““lawslaws”” are really are really ““principlesprinciples””

�� Many have been proposed (114 principles, Many have been proposed (114 principles, HelsonHelson 1933)1933)

�� Narrowed down to 14 most important (Boring 1942)Narrowed down to 14 most important (Boring 1942)
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EmergenceEmergence

�� Process of complex pattern formation from simple Process of complex pattern formation from simple 

rulesrules

�� Where are objects and boundaries in the images?Where are objects and boundaries in the images?

�� Where are illumination/reflectance changes?Where are illumination/reflectance changes?

R.C. James, 1970Bev Doolittle, 2000 K. Dallenbach, 1930
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Beyond animals Beyond animals ……

Law of SimilarityLaw of Similarity

�� Items that are similar tend to be grouped togetherItems that are similar tend to be grouped together
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Law of Law of PrPräägnazgnaz

�� ““Law of simplicityLaw of simplicity””, , ““Law of good figureLaw of good figure””

�� Reality is organized or reduced to the simplest form Reality is organized or reduced to the simplest form 

possiblepossible
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Law of ProximityLaw of Proximity

�� Objects near each other tend to be grouped togetherObjects near each other tend to be grouped together
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Law of ContinuityLaw of Continuity

�� Visual entities are more likely constructed from Visual entities are more likely constructed from 

elements that are smooth and continuous.elements that are smooth and continuous.
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Law of ClosureLaw of Closure

�� Closed contours are seen as an objectClosed contours are seen as an object

�� We tend to ignore gaps and complete contoursWe tend to ignore gaps and complete contours
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Figure and Ground EffectFigure and Ground Effect

�� Figure is objectFigure is object--like and perceived as being in the like and perceived as being in the 

foregroundforeground

�� Ground is what lies behind the figureGround is what lies behind the figure
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Figure and GroundFigure and Ground

�� Figure is objectFigure is object--like and perceived as being in the like and perceived as being in the 

foregroundforeground

�� Ground is what lies behind the figureGround is what lies behind the figure
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Figure and Ground EffectFigure and Ground Effect

�� At roughly even distribution of elements it becomes At roughly even distribution of elements it becomes 

hard to distinguish between ground and figurehard to distinguish between ground and figure
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Example from literature:Example from literature:

Exploded drawingExploded drawing

�� Objects are grouped (proximity)Objects are grouped (proximity)

�� We distinguish between annotation and object elements We distinguish between annotation and object elements 

(similarity)(similarity)
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Example from literatureExample from literature

Bus scheduleBus schedule

�� Bad exampleBad example

�� Least important information at topLeast important information at top

�� Heavy grid separates information instead of connecting itHeavy grid separates information instead of connecting it
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Example from literatureExample from literature

Bus scheduleBus schedule

�� Better exampleBetter example

�� Information is grouped into elements vertically and horizontallyInformation is grouped into elements vertically and horizontally

�� Lines add additional informationLines add additional information

�� Color and shading highlights important elementsColor and shading highlights important elements
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Other examplesOther examples

CAM treeCAM tree

�� to group elements of a complex organizational to group elements of a complex organizational 

structurestructure

�� Card, Robertson &Card, Robertson & MackinlayMackinlay, 1991 (Xerox PARC), 1991 (Xerox PARC)
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Other examplesOther examples

Large Large HadronHadron ColliderCollider

�� LHC at CERNLHC at CERN
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Other example: Other example: 

Visualizing a social networkVisualizing a social network


